HOW FAST CAN YOU SPOT THE 8 DIFFERENCES? USE A STOPWATCH TO TIME YOURSELF

The largest gathering of people dressed as Wally/Waldo is 3,872. Dublin (Ireland), June 2011
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As of April 2011, Charlotte Lee (USA) owned a total of 5,631 different rubber ducks. She has been collecting since 1996!
The most items washed in 8 hours is 2,250. Louise Dooey (UK) achieved this new Guinness World Records title in January 2011.
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David Morgan (UK) has a collection of 137 different traffic cones. David owns a cone from about two thirds of all types ever made.
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Martyn Tovey (UK) own the Guinness World Records title for the largest collection of Guinness World Records books. His collection consist of 353 unique annuals as of September 2014

MORE FUN ACTIVITIES AT: HTTP://KIDS.GUINNESSWORLDRECORDS.COM/ACTIVITIES